A detection method for mathematical expressions in scientific document images is proposed. Inspired by the promising performance of U-Net, a convolutional network architecture originally proposed for the semantic segmentation of biomedical images, the proposed method uses image conversion by a U-Net framework. The proposed method does not use any information from mathematical and linguistic grammar so that it can be a supplemental bypass in the conventional mathematical optical character recognition (OCR) process pipeline. The evaluation experiments confirmed that (1) the performance of mathematical symbol and expression detection by the proposed method is superior to that of InftyReader, which is state-of-theart software for mathematical OCR; (2) the coverage of the training dataset to the variation of document style is important; and (3) retraining with small additional training samples will be effective to improve the performance. An additional contribution is the release of a dataset for benchmarking the OCR for scientific documents.
I. INTRODUCTION
The performance and effectiveness of document retrieval systems heavily depend on both the amount and quality of registered document content. Although born-digital documents have become more common recently, a large number of printed documents remain. To input such printed documents into retrieval systems, optical character recognition (OCR) techniques have been used for digitizing documents for a long time. Continuous research and development over the last five decades have achieved OCR techniques that are sufficiently mature for such a purpose.
Although OCR techniques demonstrate good performance for digitizing ordinary text in documents, there is still scope for improvement in the recognition accuracy of mathematical expressions (MEs). MEs are essential information containers, particularly for scientific articles and textbooks. The accurate recognition of MEs is strongly expected because it has a wide variety of applications, for instance, correct retrieval, automatic proofing of MEs, and learning support for blind The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Habib Ullah . or handicapped people. ME recognition has been considered and developed as an independent module outside of ordinary OCR because of the distinctive properties of MEs, where spatial structures and spatial relationships between symbols contain mathematical information.
Zanibbi and Blostein [1] stated that there are four key problems in ME recognition: ME detection, symbol extraction and recognition, layout analysis and mathematical content interpretation. These four problems are closely related to each other. In particular, ME detection has a large influence on other tasks. There are two types of MEs: displayed and inline, as shown in Figure 1 . The detection processes for each displayed (offset from text lines) and in-line (embedded in text lines) ME are usually implemented separately. When an in-line ME is not detected, the expression is passed to the recognition module for ordinary characters even though it should be passed the recognition module for mathematical symbols. This scenario commonly occurs, and the undetected ME may cause recognition errors that cannot be easily corrected in subsequent postprocessing modules.
Because of the high performance of deep neural networks (DNNs), particularly convolutional neural networks (CNNs) for several image recognition tasks, the DNN architecture is expected to demonstrate promising performance for the problems in document image analysis (DIA), in addition to ME recognition. Some attempts to introduce DNNs for ME recognition have been proposed [2] - [5] . Most of these attempts involved handwritten ME recognition; there is less research on introducing DNNs for ME recognition in printed scientific document images. One example was proposed by He et al. [6] , who used an end-to-end framework for ME recognition and reported the benchmarking results of the framework. This method can recognize mathematical symbols and the structure of expressions from camera-captured images, which means that it implicitly assumes that the MEs were correctly extracted.
In this paper, we propose a method for extracting MEs from page images of scientific documents using a CNN-based image conversion technique. The proposed method uses a similar architecture to U-Net [7] , which was originally developed for biomedical image segmentation. The proposed method solves ME extraction as an image conversion problem, where an original document image is converted to an image that contains only mathematical symbols. Unlike conventional mathematical OCR [8] or ME extraction methods [9] , [10] , the proposed method does not use any OCR results or a priori knowledge of mathematics and languages. Figure 2 shows the standard process pipeline for the recognition of scientific documents. As described above, there are two types of MEs: displayed and in-line. The detection process for each of them are implemented separately in the layout analysis, and the line and word segmentation modules, respectively. Therefore, these detection processes typically use different algorithms for each target. The proposed method detects both types of MEs using a unified image transform operation. Consequently, the proposed method can bypass the layout analysis, and line and word segmentation processes so that subsequent ME recognition is simplified by the resultant converted images.
FIGURE 2.
The relationship between the proposed method and the standard scientific document recognition pipeline. The standard scientific document recognition pipeline is represented by the solid line arrows. The proposed ME detection can bypass the ME detection process, represented by the broken line arrows, in the page layout analysis, and text line and word segmentation stages. Note that the pre-and postprocesses are omitted in the figure.
The main technical contributions of this research are as follows:
1) We demonstrate that U-Net can achieve very accurate ME extraction when it is trained with a large diversity of training images. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to apply image conversion using a fully CNN (FCN), including U-Net, to detect MEs in scientific document images. 2) The performance of the proposed method is evaluated using a large and diverse dataset collected from real scientific articles. Analysis from multiple perspective for the behavior of the method is also provided. 3) The proposed method is superior regarding ME detection performance and ease of retraining to InftyReader, which is state-of-the-art software for mathematical OCR. An additional contribution is that the large annotation dataset that we used for performance analysis has been released for benchmarking OCR performance for scientific documents. Although we could not include the original document images of articles for copyright reasons, we provided hyperlinks to the web pages of the original documents, where readers can obtain the document images.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II, an overview of related works for ME detection is provided. In Section III, the proposed ME detection method using U-Net is described. In Section IV, the performance evaluation is presented. This section includes the dataset, criteria for performance evaluation and experimental settings. In Sections V and VI, the experimental results and discussion are provided. Finally, in Section VII, the conclusion of the paper is provided.
II. RELATED WORK A. MATHEMATICAL OCR
Although recent research in ME recognition has concerned the recognition of on-line and off-line handwritten MEs, which is thought to be more difficult than recognizing typeset MEs, there are still problems to solve in the field of mathematical OCR for printed document images. Mathematical OCR poses the following typical difficulties: a large number of character and symbol categories, abnormal (touching and broken) characters, size variation, and complexity of expressions. In the literature, many technologies have been separately proposed for each problem. Garain and Chaudhuri [11] provided a survey of such mathematical OCR technologies for printed document images.
As mentioned in the previous section, mathematical OCR consists of four key problems: ME detection, symbol extraction and recognition, layout analysis and mathematical content interpretation. Among these problems, ME detection is crucial for subsequent process stages. Integrated mathematical OCR systems [8] , [12] , or attempts to integrate mathematical OCR into conventional OCR systems [10] , [13] , have been proposed; however, their performance still needs improvement for ME detection. Most recently, there have been application software and libraries, Mathpix [14] , for example, that can manage the tasks from symbol recognition to content interpretation. These types of software require that users manually extract MEs with tight bounding boxes.
B. TRADITIONAL METHODS FOR ME DETECTION
As shown in Figure 2 , displayed and in-line MEs are extracted at different stages in the pipeline. Most conventional research has proposed extraction methods for either of them or two separate algorithms for each type of ME.
Because displayed MEs are thought to be easier to detect than in-line MEs, rule-based methods were adopted in early research. The earliest work on ME detection, by Lee and Wang [15] , classified all text lines into ordinary text or expressions using Bayes decision rules over simple line spacing information. Kacem et al. [16] also managed the extraction of displayed MEs using a rule-based algorithm over connected components (CCs) using simple visual features. Das et al. [17] divided displayed MEs into multiple categories and built several rules-based decision trees to extract each of them. Chowdhury et al. [17] proposed a fully automatic segmentation method for displayed MEs using only the spatial layout information of MEs. Chang et al. [18] handled MEs identification as a sub problem of document layout analysis. Other approaches in which trainable classifiers are adopted have been reported. Drake and Baird [19] used neighbor graph representation for CCs in the document image.
Phong et al. [20] , [21] used a support vector machine over the features in the frequency domain to classify the input text line.
Methods for in-line ME detection are roughly divided into two groups: classification of CCs and postprocessing over the symbol recognition results. The methods in the former group receive CCs extracted using line segmentation and classify the CCs using image features and trained classifiers. Kacem et al. [16] proposed a method based on fuzzy logic and a propagation algorithm over adjacent CCs. The method in the postprocessing group applied language and relation models on the results of symbol recognition. Garain [9] , [22] applied the symbol n-gram model obtained by training data that consisted of a wide corpus for ME recognition. Lee and Wang [15] also managed the in-line ME detection problem as a postprocess following character recognition. In the method, the expression formation process uses a symbol relation tree and decomposition of each text line into a primitive token collection. The method also offers error correction for character recognition results. However, because the method is based on heuristic rules, it is difficult to adopt for a wide variety of scientific documents.
C. DNN-BASED METHODS FOR MATHEMATICAL OCR
Chan [23] and Zanibbi and Blostein [1] described in their survey papers that the recognition systems for MEs are mainly divided into three groups according to their input formats; born-digital vector graphics (PDFs), strokes (handwritings), or document images (static mathematical OCR). Inspired by its significant performance in other image recognition tasks [24] - [29] , several attempts which utilize DNN for Mathematical OCR have been reported. However, most of these DNN-based methods handle only the recognition task by assuming that mathematical expressions are extracted by a tight bounding-box using some extraction methods For born-digital PDF documents, while a method using a combination of hand-crafted features and conventional machine learning algorithm for MEs identification has been proposed by Lin et al. [30] , some DNN-based methods has been proposed recently for MEs recognition and page segmentation. For instance, Gao et al. [31] proposed a deep learning-based MEs detection method for PDF documents. However, since their method relies on the character information embedded in the input PDF file, it is not applicable for static document page images.
For recognizing handwritten MEs (HMEs), recognition methods which handle HMEs as static images [2] , [4] and those which utilize online stroke information [3] , [32] were proposed. Recently, Zhang et al. [5] proposed an end-toend approach for online HMEs recognition and demonstrated the strong complementarity between offline information with static-image input and online information with ink-trajectory input.
D. U-NET FOR DOCUMENT IMAGE ANALYSIS
The promising performance of FCNs including U-Net for image conversion has encouraged researchers to introduce FCN architecture for DIA tasks. Ma et al. [33] proposed a method that adopts a stacked architecture of U-Nets to correct the warping distortion of a document image. The binarization of document images is a basic and very important problem in DIA. The report on the document image binarization (DIB) competition [34] remarked that some competitors used U-Net for DIB and obtained high performance. Base line detection [35] , text line segmentation [36] and page segmentation [37] , [38] , which are also common problems in DIA, can be managed using image conversion by U-Net.
These methods also intend to take advantage of U-Net so that it is easy to apply end-to-end training. If a large number of training image datasets that consist of input and desired output images is available, then U-Net is expected to achieve required image conversion from the input to the output.
The proposed method also uses these properties of U-Net for ME detection for printed documents. Additionally, it has the following distinguishing properties from the aforementioned conventional methods: First, the proposed method is based on image conversion from an original document image to an image containing only mathematical symbols. Instead of handcrafted rules for determining MEs, the proposed method uses end-to-end training on a large-scale dataset. Second, the proposed method does not require any mathematical and linguistic knowledge. Third, the proposed method can be embedded in the standard pipeline of ME recognition because it is implemented with no assistance from layout analysis and symbol recognition.
III. MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSION DETECTION BY U-NET
The outline of the proposed method is shown in Figure 3 . The proposed method takes a binary document page image as input and outputs an image containing CCs that construct displayed and in-line MEs. The proposed method mainly consists of three stages: (1) preprocessing; (2) image conversion by U-Net; and (3) postprocessing. We detail each stage in the following subsections. 1
A. PREPROCESSING
The proposed method takes a binary (black and white) image captured by a flat-bed scanner with a resolution of 150dpi as an input document image. Whereas many conventional OCR software typically requests higher resolution images (approximately 600 dpi) to prevent recognition errors, the proposed method can extract MEs from low-resolution images. This property also contributes to the efficiency of memory and computation time for subsequent ME detection processes using U-Net. If only a grayscale or color image is available, binarization with a threshold is requested.
To handle the white pixel regions that belong to the foreground, the input image is negated so that the characters and symbols are white. To prevent the elimination of thin components in the document image, white regions are dilated by 1 pixel in each direction using the mathematical morphology operation.
Overlapped square sub-blocks are defined to cover entire image regions and extracted to be the inputs to the image conversion stage. The edges of the input document image are wrapped by the opposite side of the image when the sub-block is over the image edges. The sub-block operation is used initially to deal with the memory size limits [7] . Also, the subblock operation plays a role as data augmentation without image deformation operations. Generally, ideal estimation of variations of data is crucial for designing data augmentation protocols. The proposed method assumes that a flat-bed scanner captures the input images so that the input images do not contain significant image deformation. Consequently, data augmentation with such nonlinear image deformation is not required.
The width and height of the sub-blocks are parameters that affect the performance of the proposed method. The actual size of the sub-block images in our implementation was determined by the results of a preliminary experiment discussed in IV-C B. ME DETECTION USING U-NET ME detection in the proposed method can be considered as an image conversion task. Figure 5 shows examples of input, output and ground truth images of the ME detection process. As shown in the figure, the ME detection process is required to eliminate regions from MEs and extract the CCs that construct MEs.
We use the U-Net architecture proposed by Ronneberger et al. [7] , motivated by the promising achievement of its semantic segmentation of biomedical images. U-Net is an FCN architecture that was proposed for the segmentation of biomedical images. By introducing skip connections between corresponding layers in the encoder and decoder, it successfully preserves the high-frequency components in the converted output images. Figure 4 shows the actual U-Net configuration in the proposed method. The network mainly consists of two stages, i.e encoding and decoding stages. In encoding stage, the typical CNN architecture is employed. The encoding stage consists of multiple applications of a 3 × 3 convolution with a 1 × 1 padding followed by a rectified linear unit (ReLU) activate function and a 2 × 2 max-pooling operation for down sampling. The number of feature maps is doubled at each two downsampling steps. The decoding stages consists of an upsampling of the feature map followed by a 2x2 upconvolution. While the concatenation of feature maps in the original U-Net requires the cropping operation because there is loss of border pixels in every convolution, the proposed method does not employ cropping because the overlapped sub-blocks can recover the loss to each other. The final layer employs a 1x1 convolution to map each M -component feature vector to a binary output image.
As shown by Figure 4 , the proposed method assumes that the size of an input sub-block is determined by 2 N × 2 N . The number of layers in the encoder and decoder stages is corresponding to the sub-block size. The base number of feature maps M = 64 is determined from the original U-Net imprementation.
We implemented and trained U-Net to convert the input sub-block image to an image that contained only the CCs that constructed MEs. To achieve this conversion, we created ground truth images using an annotated dataset. In the dataset, we determined whether each character was a mathematical symbol or ordinary character. We eliminated the CCs annotated as ordinary characters to create the ground truth images. The ground truth in the training dataset was a set of sub-block images that were extracted at the corresponding position on the input image. We used the Dice loss determined by the following as the objective loss function to be minimized because the task of U-Net is binary-to-binary image conversion:
where X and Y are the binary image of the network output and that of the ground truth. X ∩ Y denotes the overlap between X and Y , and |X | is the L 1 -norm of image X . The proposed method does not use any information from either mathematical grammar or the character recognition results. The image conversion module in the proposed method is requested to obtain information that is crucial to determine the components that should remain as MEs only from the appearance of documents in the surrounding image area. A limited size of small regions may cause difficulty regarding making a decision even for humans in this scenario.
C. POSTPROCESSING
Through the image conversion process, we obtain sub-block images that contain CCs that correspond to MEs. In the postprocessing stage, we reconstruct the page image and extract CCs that correspond to mathematical symbols and characters.
To reconstruct the entire page image, each sub-block image is rearranged in the equivalent position and the maximum pixel value among the overlapping pixels is assigned to the corresponding pixel in the page image.
Additionally, pixel-wise multiplication between the resized reconstructed image and the original image is performed to eliminate dilated pixels caused by the morphology operation in preprocessing, and artifacts and noise injected during the image conversion process.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION A. DATASETS
For a quantitative evaluation of the performance of mathematical OCR, a number of datasets have been proposed in the literature. InftyCDB datasets [39] , [40] are large collections of mathematical symbols and notation from actual mathematical documents. UW databases [41] contain 100 typeset MEs from 25 document pages. However, these datasets are not applicable for evaluating ME detection performance because the content in the dataset is rearranged not to keep the original articles because of copyright reasons.
We collected two large datasets to train U-Net and evaluate the performance of the proposed ME detection method. The datasets, called GTDB-1 and GTDB-2, consist of document page images collected from scientific journals and textbooks. The GTDB-1 dataset, which was used to train the U-Net model, contains 31 English articles on mathematics. The GTDB-2 dataset, which was used for quantitative and qualitative evaluations of the performance of the proposed method, contains 16 articles. Diverse font faces and mathematical notation styles are included in these articles. A list of the articles in both datasets is provided in the appendix.
The statistics of each dataset are shown in Table 1 . The article pages were originally scanned at 600 dpi. The ground truth annotations for each math symbol and ordinary character were attached manually. 2 
B. EVALUATION EXPERIMENTS
To train the U-Net model, we extracted 1,000 pairs of subblocks from each document page and the corresponding ground truth image from the GTDB-1 dataset. The locations of sub-blocks on each page image were determined randomly. The dataset consisted of 544 images, so the total number of sub-block images for training was 544,000.
We mainly used mathematical symbol (character) recall R s , precision P s and F-measure F s as the performance measures. Each measure is defined as follows:
where n TP , n FP and n FN are the numbers of correctly detected mathematical symbols, falsely detected symbols or ordinary text, and undetected mathematical symbols, respectively. Pixel-level majority voting is used for the symbol-level evaluation. If the majority of pixels in a candidate symbol were detected as a mathematical symbol, the candidate symbol is determined as a mathematical symbol. We also used ME-based recall (R e ), precision (P e ) and F-measure (F e ) as supplemental performance measures. Their definitions are similar to (2)-(4), but the numbers in the equations are counted for regions.
To determine MEs over the detected mathematical symbols, mathematical layout analysis is requested to obtain the spatial relationship between the symbols. We do not intend to implement layout analysis in the present study. Therefore, note that the evaluations using ME-based measures are based on the assumption that the candidates of mathematical regions are obtained using some layout analysis method. In this study, we extracted candidate regions using the ground truth so that the candidate regions contain in-line and displayed MEs, and ordinary text words. When the majority of symbols (characters) in a candidate region were detected as math symbols, the region was detected as an ME.
We used InftyReader [8] version 3.1.5.2 as the baseline for performance comparison. InftyReader is not only a public OCR software developed for documents containing MEs but is also recognized as a research achievement having the state-of-the-art performance for extraction and recognition of mathematical expressions. InftyReader uses the standard process pipeline shown in Figure 2 . To prevent performance degradation, InftyReader requires input document images to be scanned at 600 dpi. To fair comparison, the same candidate regions are used for InftyReader.
C. PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENT FOR SUB-BLOCK SIZE SETTING
To determine the size of the sub-block images, we conducted a preliminary experiment. As described in III-B, the size of the sub-block images input to U-Net is an important parameter. It determines not only the actual configuration of U-Net but also the amount of information the network captures from the surrounding image regions.
In the preliminary experiment, small (128 × 128 pixels), medium (256 × 256) and large (512 × 512) sub-block sizes were tested, as shown in Figure 6 . Each size of subblock covered the image area of approximately 4.5 (small), 9.0 (medium) and 18.0 (large) text lines, respectively. Onedocument-out cross-validation was conducted for the test, which is a repeated procedure where document pages of one document article from the training dataset are reserved for testing and the remaining pages are used for training the image conversion module. The dataset consisted of 31 articles; therefore, the procedure was repeated 31 times. Table 2 shows the results of the preliminary experiment. In the table, mean and standard deviation values of each performance measure are shown. The highest recall value was obtained by the small sub-block; however, the extracted results contained many false positives that should have belonged to ordinary text. In fact, many ordinary characters in italic or boldface were extracted as mathematical symbols. By contrast, the large sub-block successfully eliminated these false positives and provided the highest precision and F-measure values. Based on this result, we decided to use the large sub-block in our implementation. 
D. PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENT FOR PRE-AND POST-PROCESSING
In the proposed method, we employ pre-and post-processing to mainly improve the stability of the proposed method for ME extraction. The dilation operation in the pre-processing is expected to enhance the recall and precision due to preventing the elimination of thin components in the document image. The pixel-wise AND operation between the output of U-net and the original image can enhance the precision due to prevent artifacts and noise.
We conducted a preliminary experiment to confirm the effectiveness of the pre-and post-process. In the preliminary experiment, we evaluated the ME detection performance in the case where the dilation operation in pre-processing and the pixel-wise AND operation in the post-processing are separately eliminated. Same as in the previous section, One-document-out cross-validation was conducted for each setup. Table 3 shows the results of the experiment. As shown in the results, both operations contribute to improving mathematical symbol detection performance. Notably, the dilation process improves performance significantly. These results suggest that preventing the elimination of thin and small components in the document image is essential for the image conversion by U-net. Performance comparison between the proposed method and InftyReader. The proposed method detected mathematical symbols and equations with higher performance to that of InftyReader. The right column shows the performance values after retraining U-Net. We discuss the retraining U-Net in subsection VI-B.
FIGURE 7.
Performance comparison between the proposed method (b) and InftyReader (a). The plots show the mean values of symbol-based recall and precision for each article in the test dataset. We determined two articles as the candidates for retraining discussed in VI-B. Table 4 shows the comparison of detection performance between the proposed and baseline methods. The performance of the proposed method for both mathematical symbol and ME detection was slightly higher than that of the baseline method. Figure 7 shows the symbol-based recall R s and precision P s for each article in the GTDB-2 test dataset obtained by InftyReader (a) and the proposed method (b). The performance of the proposed method and InftyReader was equivalently high for most of the articles. However, for two articles, Burstall and Emden, the precision value of the proposed method was much higher than that of InftyReader. Figure 8 shows examples of mathematical symbol detection using the proposed method. The subfigures correspond to the page images of different articles. In the each figure, the cyan, magenta and yellow components indicate the correctly detected mathematical components (true positive: TP), falsely detected components (false positive: FP) and falsely undetected mathematical components (false negative: FN), respectively. Figure 8 (a)-(f) show the evaluation measures calculated for the page. Figure 8 (a) shows the result of mathematical symbol detection for a standard single column article. The proposed method successfully detected almost all mathematical components with very few FPs because the training dataset abundantly contained document pages in the standard one-column style. Figure 8(b) is from an article with a double column style and small font. Although the training dataset used in the experiment did not contain any articles with a double column style, the proposed method could detect most of mathematical symbols. However, we observe that there were some FNs, mostly for in-line MEs. Figure 8 (c) was the worst case of detection in this experiment because the article used significantly different notation for MEs, in which some common English words (trees, arrays) in italic face were used as variables in MEs. Because some articles in the training dataset used italic face in paragraphs of ordinary text, the proposed method that was trained on such a dataset did not detect this notation. This was a difficult scenario, not only for the proposed method but also the baseline method. For the article, InftyReader could not detect most of these MEs either. Figure 8 (d) contains several mathematical characters in calligraphic face. Additionally, both Figs. 8(e) and (d) had old page styles, where spaces between symbols in MEs and line breaks between text lines were relatively wider than those of other articles. We observe that the proposed method was sufficiently robust for these variations because such variations also appeared in the training dataset. Figure 9 illustrates the examples of the detection results of each method for the two articles, Burstall and Emden, mentioned in the previous subsection and Figure 7 . These articles have typical styles, which distinguishes them from other articles. Burstall uses many ordinary texts in italic face. By contrast, Emden uses a number of bold roman face in both in-line and displayed MEs. Because such mathematical symbols were rare in the training dataset, it was quite difficult for the proposed method to detect these symbols in the mathematical equations.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION OF ME DETECTION PERFORMANCE
B. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE DETECTION RESULTS
VI. DISCUSSION
A. PERFORMANCE VARIATION OVER THE TRAINING DATA SIZE
In the experiment, we collected a massive training dataset that contained 544 pages with annotations. The implemented U-Net framework has the ability to convert document images from such a massive dataset, but we should consider the size of the training dataset. If a smaller dataset contributes to higher performance, then we could reduce the labor for the annotation task and time for training the framework. We created two types of subsets of the training dataset that consisted of a fixed number of document page images. The document page images in the first subset were collected in an article-wise manner from the full dataset. This means that all page images in the determined articles were included in the subset. The second subset was a collection of the same number of page images that were randomly selected from the full dataset. We expect that a diversity of font faces and mathematical notation styles is kept by the random selection. We adjusted the number of images in the subsets and repeated the experiment for U-Net training and evaluation. Figure 10 shows the results of the experiments. The vertical and horizontal axes denote the symbol-based F-measure value F s and number of pages in the subset, respectively. Whereas the F-measure value rapidly decreased when the number of pages in the article-based subset was less than 50, the randomly selected subset retained the high F-measure value.
This result suggests that the number of page images can be reduced if a diversity of documents and mathematical styles is ensured. Furthermore, when the total page number in the training dataset is limited, random selection is more effective to maintain performance.
B. RETRAINING THE PROPOSED METHOD
The proposed method tended to fail to extract mathematical symbols and expressions from document page images for which document styles were not covered by the training dataset, as we showed in the previous subsection. Such scenarios may occur frequently in actual applications. One way to manage such scenarios is to adopt retraining using an updated training dataset.
To evaluate the adaptivity of the proposed method to the retraining scenario, we conducted a retraining experiment that aimed to improve the detection performance for the two articles we discussed in the previous subsection. The retraining scenario can be seen as a fine-tuning with a retraining dataset which consists of the original training page images and the injected page images from target article. We selected two articles, Burstall and Emden, as the target articles from the GTDB-2 dataset. We extracted parts of the pages from each article and injected them into the training dataset. From the results in VI-A, we knew that the size of the training dataset could be reduced. Considering the size of the injected pages from the target articles, we used 50 randomly selected pages from the training dataset for retraining. We evaluated the improvement of the symbol-based F-measure F s for the remaining pages of the target articles and the remaining articles in the test dataset against the size of the injected target article pages. The injected page images were eliminated from the evaluation dataset. Figure 11 shows the results of the retraining experiment. The vertical and horizontal axes denote the symbol-based F-measure value F s and the number of injected target article pages, respectively. The F-measure value of the target articles improved with the increase of the size of the injected article pages. By contrast, whereas the F-measure value of the other articles slightly decreased, the total F-measure value maintained an almost constant level. The right column in Table 4 shows the performance values after the retraining using 50% of pages from the target articles. All evaluation values are successfully improved by the retraining. Figure 12 illustrates examples of the detection results after retraining. We observe that the many errors contained in Figs. 9 (b) and (d) were improved by retraining.
These results suggest the following: When the proposed method encounters articles that have new or special document styles and/or mathematical notation, the method may not extract MEs appropriately from such articles at that moment. However, once users provide additional annotations for some pages from the target article, detection performance can be improved by retraining. The ease of retraining is a superiority of the proposed method compared with conventional rulebased methods.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a mathematical symbol and expression detection method that uses image conversion by a U-Net framework. By using image-to-image conversion using U-Net, the proposed method extracts mathematical symbols and expressions without any information from mathematical and linguistic grammar. Consequently, the proposed method can bypass the standard process pipeline of mathematical equation recognition.
The detection performance of the proposed method was evaluated using a large page image dataset collected from real scientific journals and textbooks. The experimental results confirm that the detection accuracy is superior to that of the baseline InftyReader. Additionally, the proposed method is applicable to the size reduction of a training dataset and retraining using an injected training dataset.
The dataset used in the performance evaluation has been released to the public for benchmarking OCR performance for scientific documents. For the details of the dataset, please see the appendix or the dataset website.
Future research topics will involve (1) integrating the proposed ME detection into the mathematical OCR pipeline;
(2) the adaptation and integration of scientific documents in other languages; and (3) the application of the image conversion framework for the detection of other document page elements, that is, figures and tables.
